
BackgroundBackground Refugee doctorsRefugee doctors

constitute a potentially valuable resourceconstitute a potentially valuable resource

for reducing the recruitmentcrisis infor reducing therecruitmentcrisis in

psychiatry.However, varioushurdlesmakepsychiatry.However, varioushurdlesmake

their route into the National Healththeir route into the National Health

Service (NHS) difficult.Service (NHS) difficult.

AimsAims To explore the perceptions andTo explore the perceptions and

experiences of refugee doctors trying toexperiences of refugee doctors trying to

practise psychiatry inthe UK.practise psychiatry in the UK.

MethodMethod Thirty-onerefugee doctorsThirty-one refugee doctors

participated in qualitative interviewsparticipated in qualitative interviews

designed to elicittheir experiences indesigned to elicittheir experiences in

trying to practise as doctors in the UK.trying to practise as doctors inthe UK.

Twentywere re-interviewed about 6Twentywerere-interviewed about 6

months later.months later.

ResultsResults Doctors identified a range ofDoctors identified a range of

practicalproblems thatmadeitdifficult forpracticalproblems thatmadeitdifficult for

themtotake the required steps towardsthemtotake the required steps towards

practisinginthe UK.These includedlackofpractisinginthe UK.These includedlackof

appropriate information, lackof a clearappropriate information, lackof a clear

route throughthe systemand feelings ofroute throughthe systemand feelings of

isolation.The English languageisolation.The English language

examinationwas seen as a particularexaminationwas seen as a particular

bottleneck, aswere findingclinicalbottleneck, aswere findingclinical

attachments.The psychological impactofattachments.The psychological impactof

the experiencewasprofound.the experiencewasprofound.

ConclusionsConclusions These findings haveThese findings have

important implications forhowrefugeeimportant implications forhowrefugee

doctors are introduced to the practice ofdoctors are introduced to the practice of

psychiatry in the NHS.psychiatry inthe NHS.
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Psychiatric services in the UK have difficul-Psychiatric services in the UK have difficul-

ties with recruitment and retention of theirties with recruitment and retention of their

workforce. About 20% of consultant-levelworkforce. About 20% of consultant-level

posts in England remain unfilled, especiallyposts in England remain unfilled, especially

those in general adult psychiatry (Royalthose in general adult psychiatry (Royal

College of Psychiatrists, 2005). The UKCollege of Psychiatrists, 2005). The UK

government has recognised that refugeegovernment has recognised that refugee

doctors constitute a potentially valuable re-doctors constitute a potentially valuable re-

source in making up these deficits (Depart-source in making up these deficits (Depart-

ment of Health, 2000). It has beenment of Health, 2000). It has been

estimated that there are about 2000 refugeeestimated that there are about 2000 refugee

doctors in the UK keen to work (Adams &doctors in the UK keen to work (Adams &

Borman, 2000). Very little is known aboutBorman, 2000). Very little is known about

these doctors’ own perspective on the pro-these doctors’ own perspective on the pro-

cess of getting to practise medicine in thecess of getting to practise medicine in the

UK and their views on the usefulness ofUK and their views on the usefulness of

the supports and training initiatives avail-the supports and training initiatives avail-

able to them. The aim of our study was toable to them. The aim of our study was to

explore the needs and experiences of refu-explore the needs and experiences of refu-

gee doctors interested in practising psy-gee doctors interested in practising psy-

chiatry, through qualitative interviews.chiatry, through qualitative interviews.

METHODMETHOD

ParticipantsParticipants

Participants were refugee doctors who tookParticipants were refugee doctors who took

part in one of three introductory courses topart in one of three introductory courses to

psychiatry conducted at the Institute ofpsychiatry conducted at the Institute of

Psychiatry between 2002 and 2004. CoursePsychiatry between 2002 and 2004. Course

participants were recruited through adver-participants were recruited through adver-

tisements in thetisements in the BMJBMJ, through the British, through the British

Medical Association refugee doctor data-Medical Association refugee doctor data-

base and through all postgraduatebase and through all postgraduate

deaneries in the UK. Refugee doctors atdeaneries in the UK. Refugee doctors at

all stages of their training, irrespective ofall stages of their training, irrespective of

their legal status (i.e. including asylumtheir legal status (i.e. including asylum

seekers) and their progression through theseekers) and their progression through the

steps towards registration in the UK, weresteps towards registration in the UK, were

invited to participate. A total of 136invited to participate. A total of 136

doctors enquired about participation, 123doctors enquired about participation, 123

of these registered and 82 of thoseof these registered and 82 of those

registered attended one of the courses.registered attended one of the courses.

A subgroup of doctors was selected forA subgroup of doctors was selected for

the qualitative study, using purposive sam-the qualitative study, using purposive sam-

pling (Silverman, 2001) to ensure that thepling (Silverman, 2001) to ensure that the

sample was as representative of the partici-sample was as representative of the partici-

pant group as possible, with attention paidpant group as possible, with attention paid

to age, gender, country of origin and pro-to age, gender, country of origin and pro-

gress towards becoming a National Healthgress towards becoming a National Health

Service (NHS) doctor. Two doctors didService (NHS) doctor. Two doctors did

not wish to participate. Thirty-one doctorsnot wish to participate. Thirty-one doctors

took part in the initial face-to-face inter-took part in the initial face-to-face inter-

view at the start of the course and 20 ofview at the start of the course and 20 of

these were available for a telephonethese were available for a telephone

follow-up interview about 6 months later.follow-up interview about 6 months later.

Table 1 summarises the demographicTable 1 summarises the demographic

characteristics of all course participantscharacteristics of all course participants

and those selected for the qualitativeand those selected for the qualitative

interviews.interviews.

Settings and procedureSettings and procedure

Participants were interviewed individuallyParticipants were interviewed individually

for 20–40 min by two researchers (J.A.for 20–40 min by two researchers (J.A.

and K.M.). The content of the semi-and K.M.). The content of the semi-

structured interview guide was preparedstructured interview guide was prepared

by consulting with experts in the field ofby consulting with experts in the field of

cultural psychiatry and anthropology andcultural psychiatry and anthropology and

in discussion with refugee doctors them-in discussion with refugee doctors them-

selves (further information available fromselves (further information available from

the authors upon request). The interviewthe authors upon request). The interview

guide consisted of open-ended questionsguide consisted of open-ended questions

designed to encourage free expression anddesigned to encourage free expression and

generate responses related to refugeegenerate responses related to refugee

doctors’ personal experiences, in particulardoctors’ personal experiences, in particular

the challenges and difficulties they faced inthe challenges and difficulties they faced in

getting to work in medicine in the UK, asgetting to work in medicine in the UK, as

well as how they were accepted by Britishwell as how they were accepted by British

society and their hopes and goals for thesociety and their hopes and goals for the

future. All interviews were conducted infuture. All interviews were conducted in

English in an unhurried fashion to ensureEnglish in an unhurried fashion to ensure

that interviewees who were less fluent inthat interviewees who were less fluent in

English were able to express their views.English were able to express their views.

The follow-up interviews focused on conti-The follow-up interviews focused on conti-

nuities and discontinuities in their situation.nuities and discontinuities in their situation.

Ethical approval was obtained from theEthical approval was obtained from the

Institute of Psychiatry ethics committee.Institute of Psychiatry ethics committee.

Data analysisData analysis

The interviews were transcribed verbatimThe interviews were transcribed verbatim

from tape-recordings by the two inter-from tape-recordings by the two inter-

viewers. The interviewees were ascribedviewers. The interviewees were ascribed

numbers, which were used in the transcrip-numbers, which were used in the transcrip-

tions and the report. We pursued a methodtions and the report. We pursued a method

of grounded theory, in which the generalof grounded theory, in which the general

emerging themes were identified fromemerging themes were identified from

samples of the raw data by the full researchsamples of the raw data by the full research

team, and the transcriptions used to gener-team, and the transcriptions used to gener-

ate and question hypotheses in an ongoingate and question hypotheses in an ongoing

fashion (Brown & Lloyd, 2001: p. 353).fashion (Brown & Lloyd, 2001: p. 353).

The emerging themes were then applied toThe emerging themes were then applied to

the full set of individual transcripts throughthe full set of individual transcripts through

the use of a coding glossary and adjusted tothe use of a coding glossary and adjusted to

ensure relevance and reliability across theensure relevance and reliability across the

entire data-set. The full research teamentire data-set. The full research team

reviewed this coding strategy throughoutreviewed this coding strategy throughout

the period of analysis to ensure boththe period of analysis to ensure both
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that the categories remained robust andthat the categories remained robust and

that the identification of themes was con-that the identification of themes was con-

sistent. The final stage involved analysis ofsistent. The final stage involved analysis of

the full set of transcripts using Qualitativethe full set of transcripts using Qualitative

Solutions and Research NVivo computerSolutions and Research NVivo computer

software (QSR International Pty Ltd,software (QSR International Pty Ltd,

Doncaster, Victoria, Australia), a relationalDoncaster, Victoria, Australia), a relational

database specifically designed for qualita-database specifically designed for qualita-

tive data analysis. This allowed not onlytive data analysis. This allowed not only

for individual statements to be analysedfor individual statements to be analysed

according to the common topics but alsoaccording to the common topics but also

for the overall set of themes to be collatedfor the overall set of themes to be collated

and grouped into related hierarchies fromand grouped into related hierarchies from

across the entire set of transcripts. Thus,across the entire set of transcripts. Thus,

the overall reliability of the analysis wasthe overall reliability of the analysis was

established through the relationshipestablished through the relationship

between individual transcripts and thebetween individual transcripts and the

general themes identified from all thegeneral themes identified from all the

interviews.interviews.

RESULTSRESULTS

Only the major themes emerging from theOnly the major themes emerging from the

interviews are reported here. These were:interviews are reported here. These were:

(a)(a) practical problems;practical problems;

(b)(b) accessing information and progressingaccessing information and progressing

through the system;through the system;

(c)(c) social networks and acceptance intosocial networks and acceptance into

society;society;

(d)(d) psychological impact of theirpsychological impact of their

experience;experience;

(e)(e) support through organisations.support through organisations.

Practical problemsPractical problems

For the majority of respondents the prac-For the majority of respondents the prac-

tical aspects of daily life, such as dealingtical aspects of daily life, such as dealing

with immigration issues, establishing semi-with immigration issues, establishing semi-

permanent accommodation, the arrange-permanent accommodation, the arrange-

ment of finances and the ongoingment of finances and the ongoing

responsibilities of supporting family mem-responsibilities of supporting family mem-

bers, were some of the difficulties that pre-bers, were some of the difficulties that pre-

vented them from fully engaging with thevented them from fully engaging with the

routes towards professional recognition.routes towards professional recognition.

Especially, the women doctors talked aboutEspecially, the women doctors talked about

the difficulties of balancing retraining withthe difficulties of balancing retraining with

family commitments.family commitments.

A central theme was the lack of cer-A central theme was the lack of cer-

tainty and stability in these practical areas;tainty and stability in these practical areas;

this described not simply the common ex-this described not simply the common ex-

periences of (for example) having to moveperiences of (for example) having to move

from one part of the country to another,from one part of the country to another,

but also a more psychological sense ofbut also a more psychological sense of

uncertainty arising from the variousuncertainty arising from the various

bureaucracies and agencies that constantlybureaucracies and agencies that constantly

required redefinitions and reapplications.required redefinitions and reapplications.

This is illustrated by the quotations belowThis is illustrated by the quotations below

and in the data supplement to the onlineand in the data supplement to the online

version of this paper.version of this paper.

‘The most difficult thing for us now, it’s we need‘The most difficult thing for us now, it’s we need
decision from Home Office. I don’t know if wedecision from Home Office. I don’t know if we
can stay here. If you know you are staying,can stay here. If you know you are staying,
it’s more easy for us. It’s our psychologicalit’s more easy for us. It’s our psychological
problems . . .all the time we have to think aboutproblems . . .all the time we have to think about
it because we can’t go to our country, it’sit because we can’t go to our country, it’s
dangerous for our family. For one year and a halfdangerous for our family. For one year and a half
we not got an answer, we are still waiting andwe not got an answer, we are still waiting and
we don’t know how long we will be waiting.’we don’t know how long we will be waiting.’
(Doctor 26)(Doctor 26)

Accessing informationAccessing information
and progressing throughand progressing through
the systemthe system

Many doctors expressed feelings of exas-Many doctors expressed feelings of exas-

peration over the lack of a clear, centralisedperation over the lack of a clear, centralised

source of information:source of information:

‘Themostdifficultthing I facedonthis journeyis I‘Themostdifficultthing I faced onthis journeyis I
don’t have any information, lack of information.don’t have any information, lack of information.
I got most of information after 2 or 3 years andI got most of information after 2 or 3 years and
so I startedpreparing for the PLAB [Professionalso I startedpreparing for the PLAB [Professional
and Linguistic Assessments Board] in April. Byand Linguistic Assessments Board] in April. By
this time I should have got into the medical pro-this time I should have got into the medical pro-
fession butthe problem as I said therewas a lackfession butthe problem as I said therewas a lack
of information, who to contact, who to speakof information, who to contact, who to speak
about, where to get. I was blind and had toabout, where to get. I was blind and had to
discover itmyown.’ (Doctor 4)discover itmyown.’ (Doctor 4)

Not knowing whom to contact as a firstNot knowing whom to contact as a first

step generated the common feeling amongstep generated the common feeling among

these doctors not only that they were hav-these doctors not only that they were hav-

ing to assemble knowledge piecemeal, buting to assemble knowledge piecemeal, but

also that there was some secret mechanismalso that there was some secret mechanism

or ‘system’ that only ‘insiders’ were privi-or ‘system’ that only ‘insiders’ were privi-

leged to know about and have access toleged to know about and have access to

and from which they were effectively ex-and from which they were effectively ex-

cluded. As one doctor expressed it, ‘Wecluded. As one doctor expressed it, ‘We

need to know these tricks’.need to know these tricks’.

A second issue arising from the generalA second issue arising from the general

sense that all the relevant information wassense that all the relevant information was

hard to obtain was amazement about thehard to obtain was amazement about the

apparent lack of any clear, linear arrange-apparent lack of any clear, linear arrange-

ment to the overall process. Although vir-ment to the overall process. Although vir-

tually everyone we interviewed was awaretually everyone we interviewed was aware

of the different professional qualificationsof the different professional qualifications

necessary and in what order they had to benecessary and in what order they had to be

obtained, this structure was not integratedobtained, this structure was not integrated

in a more detailed path from an initialin a more detailed path from an initial

contact, through the examinations andcontact, through the examinations and

placements to finally gaining employment.placements to finally gaining employment.

Almost all the respondents also talkedAlmost all the respondents also talked

about language acting as a key barrier. Manyabout language acting as a key barrier. Many

were frustrated about the requirements ofwere frustrated about the requirements of

the International English Language Testingthe International English Language Testing

System (IELTS) test – questioning bothSystem (IELTS) test – questioning both

why it was such an early method of gate-why it was such an early method of gate-

keeping, rather than having languagekeeping, rather than having language

assessed further along the route towardsassessed further along the route towards

professional recognition, and the way inprofessional recognition, and the way in

which medical language itself was a specia-which medical language itself was a specia-

lised skill which often fell outside the usuallised skill which often fell outside the usual

scope of English learning provision. Thescope of English learning provision. The

sentiments of the latter point were ex-sentiments of the latter point were ex-

panded by some as a more general problempanded by some as a more general problem

of not only linguistic but also cultural trans-of not only linguistic but also cultural trans-

lation. This group talked at length aboutlation. This group talked at length about

how there are ‘hidden’ rules and codes, thathow there are ‘hidden’ rules and codes, that

the assessment mechanisms and individualthe assessment mechanisms and individual

assessors might not be aware of themselves.assessors might not be aware of themselves.

More than one respondent encapsulatedMore than one respondent encapsulated

this by confessing that they could, in thethis by confessing that they could, in the

end, never be a ‘full Englishman’.end, never be a ‘full Englishman’.
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Table1Table1 Characteristics of participantsCharacteristics of participants

CourseCourse

attendersattenders

((nn¼82)82)

nn (%)(%)

StudyStudy

participantsparticipants

((nn¼31)31)

nn (%)(%)

GenderGender

FemaleFemale 19 (23)19 (23) 12 (39)12 (39)

MaleMale 63 (77)63 (77) 19 (61)19 (61)

Age, yearsAge, years

25^3525^35 34 (42)34 (42) 7 (22)7 (22)

36^4536^45 32 (39)32 (39) 13 (42)13 (42)

444545 11 (13)11 (13) 8 (26)8 (26)

Not givenNot given 5 (6)5 (6) 3 (10)3 (10)

Region of originRegion of origin

Middle EastMiddle East 41 (50)41 (50) 14 (45)14 (45)

AfricaAfrica 13 (16)13 (16) 8 (26)8 (26)

AsiaAsia 9 (11)9 (11) 3 (10)3 (10)

Eastern EuropeEastern Europe 8 (10)8 (10) 3 (10)3 (10)

Central and SouthCentral and South

AmericaAmerica

2 (2)2 (2) 1 (3)1 (3)

OtherOther 9 (11)9 (11) 2 (6)2 (6)

Legal statusLegal status

Asylum seekerAsylum seeker 20 (24)20 (24) 7 (23)7 (23)

Refugee statusRefugee status 17 (21)17 (21) 4 (13)4 (13)

Indefinite leave toIndefinite leave to

remainremain

14 (17)14 (17) 17 (55)17 (55)

Exceptional leave toExceptional leave to

remainremain

16 (20)16 (20) 0 (0)0 (0)

British nationalBritish national 2 (2)2 (2) 1 (3)1 (3)

OtherOther 2 (2)2 (2) 2 (6)2 (6)

Not knownNot known 11 (14)11 (14) 0 (0)0 (0)

Examination levelExamination level

IELTS takenIELTS taken 49 (100)49 (100) 22 (100)22 (100)

ScoreScore5577 10 (20)10 (20) 2 (9)2 (9)

Score 7 or aboveScore 7 or above 36 (74)36 (74) 18 (82)18 (82)

Score not givenScore not given 3 (6)3 (6) 2 (9)2 (9)

Those with IELTSThose with IELTS

score of 7 or abovescore of 7 or above

36 (100)36 (100) 18 (100)18 (100)

PLAB1 takenPLAB1 taken 21 (58)21 (58) 8 (44)8 (44)

PLAB 2 takenPLAB 2 taken 11 (30)11 (30) 5 (28)5 (28)

IELTS, International English LanguageTesting System;IELTS, International English LanguageTesting System;
PLAB, Professional and Linguistic Assessments Board.PLAB, Professional and Linguistic Assessments Board.
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Although participants were less con-Although participants were less con-

cerned with the Professional and Linguisticcerned with the Professional and Linguistic

Assessments Board (PLAB) test as a hurdle,Assessments Board (PLAB) test as a hurdle,

those who had progressed through thethose who had progressed through the

system beyond PLAB mentioned difficultiessystem beyond PLAB mentioned difficulties

in obtaining clinical attachments andin obtaining clinical attachments and

getting a first job. Some doctors expressedgetting a first job. Some doctors expressed

a sense that even though they had success-a sense that even though they had success-

fully taken the hurdles of the IELTS andfully taken the hurdles of the IELTS and

PLAB examinations they somehow re-PLAB examinations they somehow re-

mained second-class citizens, for whom itmained second-class citizens, for whom it

was difficult to penetrate the systemwas difficult to penetrate the system

successfully.successfully.

Social networks and acceptanceSocial networks and acceptance
into UK societyinto UK society

A number of respondents spoke about howA number of respondents spoke about how

personal support from family and friendspersonal support from family and friends

had sustained them and helped them tohad sustained them and helped them to

press on with their career aspirationspress on with their career aspirations

(quotations available in the data supple-(quotations available in the data supple-

ment to the online version of this paper).ment to the online version of this paper).

Many also expressed their appreciation ofMany also expressed their appreciation of

informal networks of support in their localinformal networks of support in their local

community. However, there was a concerncommunity. However, there was a concern

that by relying on these they were effec-that by relying on these they were effec-

tively denying their own individualtively denying their own individual

opportunities by defining themselves asopportunities by defining themselves as

marginal. One (Doctor 8) explicitly saidmarginal. One (Doctor 8) explicitly said

that working with the local communitythat working with the local community

‘prevents me from going through’. Some‘prevents me from going through’. Some

acknowledged that social ties could be aacknowledged that social ties could be a

hindrance as much as a support for thehindrance as much as a support for the

respondents. The need to provide a senserespondents. The need to provide a sense

of personal safety and encouragement forof personal safety and encouragement for

their family members and dependants wastheir family members and dependants was

clearly put into profile by their past experi-clearly put into profile by their past experi-

ences and reasons for leaving their countryences and reasons for leaving their country

of origin. The demands of these dependantsof origin. The demands of these dependants

tended to be channelled almost exclusivelytended to be channelled almost exclusively

through the respondents, many of whomthrough the respondents, many of whom

had been the head of the household whenhad been the head of the household when

employed as a doctor. With reticence,employed as a doctor. With reticence,

therefore, family members were sometimestherefore, family members were sometimes

identified by respondents as a burden at thisidentified by respondents as a burden at this

stage of their career development, whenstage of their career development, when

ideally they should be striving wholeheart-ideally they should be striving wholeheart-

edly to be recognised in the UK.edly to be recognised in the UK.

A few doctors described experiences ofA few doctors described experiences of

racism or discrimination and tried to dealracism or discrimination and tried to deal

with this by using their own professionalwith this by using their own professional

training in psychiatry to explain and copetraining in psychiatry to explain and cope

with these attitudes and behaviours theywith these attitudes and behaviours they

had encountered:had encountered:

‘Whenmyneighbourknew that I amadoctorhe‘Whenmyneighbourknew that I ama doctorhe
began to respectme and he invitedme for a cupbegan to respectme and he invitedme for a cup
of tea, but before that when he sawme walkingof tea, but before that when he sawme walking
onthe corridorhe slap his door, hewent, . . . butonthe corridorhe slaphis door, hewent, . . . but
I take this things very simple because I’mI take this things very simple because I’m

psychiatrist and work in mental health and Ipsychiatrist and work in mental health and I
know there is a lackof education.’ (Doctor 23)know there is a lackof education.’ (Doctor 23)

Psychological impactPsychological impact
of their experiencesof their experiences

The psychological impact of their experi-The psychological impact of their experi-

ences was framed by many in terms of theences was framed by many in terms of the

importance of their career to them and theirimportance of their career to them and their

dedication to being a doctor. They also sawdedication to being a doctor. They also saw

their present experiences in terms of whattheir present experiences in terms of what

they had left behind. Beyond the loss ofthey had left behind. Beyond the loss of

their homeland and the loss of materialtheir homeland and the loss of material

goods, this meant the loss of a professiongoods, this meant the loss of a profession

they loved and which was highly importantthey loved and which was highly important

to them, and the loss of at least part of theirto them, and the loss of at least part of their

identity and of the status, respect andidentity and of the status, respect and

dignity associated with it:dignity associated with it:

‘I lost the most important part of my life, I was‘I lost the most important part of my life, I was
younger, better, more creative . . .I lost thatyounger, better, more creative . . .I lost that
part, so. . .I couldn’t get the things that I ex-part, so . . .I couldn’t get the things that I ex-
pectedor Itried, butitwasnotmy fault, becausepectedor Itried, butitwasnotmy fault, because
of the revolution inmy country and lots of thingsof the revolution inmy country and lots of things
and. . .I have to cope and just use the best ofand. . .I have to cope and just use the best of
that.’ (Doctor 2)that.’ (Doctor 2)

Many provided stark descriptions of theMany provided stark descriptions of the

negative emotional impact that trying tonegative emotional impact that trying to

work as a doctor in the UK had had onwork as a doctor in the UK had had on

them. Some described their present predica-them. Some described their present predica-

ment as being between their past and ament as being between their past and a

future they felt was unlikely to unfold. Thisfuture they felt was unlikely to unfold. This

overall feeling of being static, of havingoverall feeling of being static, of having

been halted by circumstances and havingbeen halted by circumstances and having

to ‘start again’, was seen to be a majorto ‘start again’, was seen to be a major

threat to their own psychological well-threat to their own psychological well-

being. Some had become clinically de-being. Some had become clinically de-

pressed; others described major personalitypressed; others described major personality

changes:changes:

‘Ihaveno interestforlife,Ihaveno concentration,‘Ihaveno interest forlife,Ihaveno concentration,
I can’t read,I can’t watchTV,I try! (Doctor 27)I can’t read,I can’t watchTV,I try! (Doctor 27)

‘Yes, I know I have changed personally, I have‘Yes, I know I have changed personally, I have
changedmypersonality in awaylike Iwas alwayschangedmypersonality in awaylike Iwas always
very sociable, now I feel like going to a shell.’very sociable, now I feel like going to a shell.’
(Doctor10)(Doctor10)

Only a small proportion described theOnly a small proportion described the

experience as a challenge that had allowedexperience as a challenge that had allowed

them to grow and to gain in confidence.them to grow and to gain in confidence.

Although some described clear personalAlthough some described clear personal

hopes for the future, often emphasising thathopes for the future, often emphasising that

their love for their profession, identity as atheir love for their profession, identity as a

doctor and belief that they had somethingdoctor and belief that they had something

to offer kept them going in their view thatto offer kept them going in their view that

finally they would reach their chosen careerfinally they would reach their chosen career

aspirations, several others described havingaspirations, several others described having

to adjust and manage their hopes andto adjust and manage their hopes and

aspirations for the future and to alter theiraspirations for the future and to alter their

career path. Others expressed a sense ofcareer path. Others expressed a sense of

loss of their own personal future in medi-loss of their own personal future in medi-

cine. Instead, the sense of having a futurecine. Instead, the sense of having a future

was frequently projected solely onto theirwas frequently projected solely onto their

children. It was the children who mightchildren. It was the children who might

have new opportunities, who might becomehave new opportunities, who might become

more integrated into UK society and themore integrated into UK society and the

world of work, and who might lose theworld of work, and who might lose the

sense of being a permanent refugee. Thesesense of being a permanent refugee. These

sentiments were frequently relayed withsentiments were frequently relayed with

some regret – as though such over-some regret – as though such over-

investment in the next generation betrayedinvestment in the next generation betrayed

their own hopes and ambitions that hadtheir own hopes and ambitions that had

either been lost in the past, or could noteither been lost in the past, or could not

be articulated in the present.be articulated in the present.

Support through organisationsSupport through organisations

Many doctors acknowledged the import-Many doctors acknowledged the import-

ance of both emotional and practicalance of both emotional and practical

support through various refugee organisa-support through various refugee organisa-

tions. Often there was a sense that contacttions. Often there was a sense that contact

with one organisation opened doors to helpwith one organisation opened doors to help

from other sources and facilitated smootherfrom other sources and facilitated smoother

progression through the system. However,progression through the system. However,

there were also more sceptical voices em-there were also more sceptical voices em-

phasising the limited nature of some ofphasising the limited nature of some of

the supports available, the fact that in-the supports available, the fact that in-

formation was out of date, leading to falseformation was out of date, leading to false

hopes being raised, and that support mighthopes being raised, and that support might

have been well-meaning but was nothave been well-meaning but was not

individually tailored:individually tailored:

‘Lots of money go into those projects for helping‘Lots of money go into those projects for helping
refugee . . . last year, the year before . . .I don’trefugee . . . last year, the year before . . .I don’t
know about this year. . . but is not effective . . . aknow about this year. . . but is not effective . . . a
lot of courses . . . a lot of lectures . . .all like pain-lot of courses . . . a lot of lectures . . .all like pain-
killers and nobody knows what the problem is.’killers and nobody knows what the problem is.’
(Doctor12)(Doctor12)

The doctors also emphasised thatThe doctors also emphasised that

although the sharing of experiences andalthough the sharing of experiences and

the need to ‘speak with one voice’ were cru-the need to ‘speak with one voice’ were cru-

cial to improve their situation, they were re-cial to improve their situation, they were re-

luctant to do so, on the grounds that by soluctant to do so, on the grounds that by so

defining themselves as a ‘refugee doctor’defining themselves as a ‘refugee doctor’

they might be permanently labelling them-they might be permanently labelling them-

selves to the detriment of ever being fullyselves to the detriment of ever being fully

accepted. Several people emphasised theaccepted. Several people emphasised the

need for a centralised source of informationneed for a centralised source of information

and support, which could deliverand support, which could deliver

individually tailored support in a step-by-individually tailored support in a step-by-

step fashion, both offering practicalstep fashion, both offering practical

assistance and helping keep up morale.assistance and helping keep up morale.

Themes from the follow-upThemes from the follow-up
interviewsinterviews

At follow-up, many doctors’ generalAt follow-up, many doctors’ general

outlook was unchanged. Many expressedoutlook was unchanged. Many expressed

their frustration at the lack of progression,their frustration at the lack of progression,

in terms of ‘becoming stuck’, ‘feelingin terms of ‘becoming stuck’, ‘feeling

extremely disappointed’ and even ‘feelingextremely disappointed’ and even ‘feeling

depressed’. As one doctor said:depressed’. As one doctor said:

‘I thought,‘‘What’s the point?’’. . . [it] is very sad‘I thought,‘‘What’s the point?’’. . . [it] is very sad
and traumatic and frustrating and gives me a lotand traumatic and frustrating and gives me a lot
of trouble psychologically and emotionallyof trouble psychologically and emotionally
speaking, and obviously economically speakingspeaking, and obviously economically speaking
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. . . everything seems to be going around in. . . everything seems to be going around in
circles.’ (Doctor 7)circles.’ (Doctor 7)

Interviewees who did not express suchInterviewees who did not express such

generally negative feelings had managedgenerally negative feelings had managed

to alter some of their circumstances; signif-to alter some of their circumstances; signif-

icantly, this more positive attitude did noticantly, this more positive attitude did not

seem to be based on the nature of theseem to be based on the nature of the

change. Changes ranged from passing onechange. Changes ranged from passing one

of the examinations, such as the IELTS, toof the examinations, such as the IELTS, to

gaining a job as a medical assistant, togaining a job as a medical assistant, to

simply volunteering in a health-relatedsimply volunteering in a health-related

capacity.capacity.

DISCUSSIONDISCUSSION

This is the first systematic qualitative in-This is the first systematic qualitative in-

quiry into refugee doctors’ views and ex-quiry into refugee doctors’ views and ex-

periences of trying to work as doctors inperiences of trying to work as doctors in

the UK. By conducting a set of follow-upthe UK. By conducting a set of follow-up

interviews we ensured that we did notinterviews we ensured that we did not

simply generate a ‘snapshot’ of their views,simply generate a ‘snapshot’ of their views,

but a picture of their more enduring diffi-but a picture of their more enduring diffi-

culties and challenges. It appears that weculties and challenges. It appears that we

attracted a broad range of doctors at veryattracted a broad range of doctors at very

different stages in their progress towardsdifferent stages in their progress towards

working as doctors in the UK and thatworking as doctors in the UK and that

we facilitated genuine and revealingwe facilitated genuine and revealing

responses. Thus the picture that emergesresponses. Thus the picture that emerges

from the interviews is likely to be a fairfrom the interviews is likely to be a fair

representation of the diverse experiencesrepresentation of the diverse experiences

of refugee doctors currently in the UK.of refugee doctors currently in the UK.

Our study has a number of limitations.Our study has a number of limitations.

First, we cannot be sure that our study par-First, we cannot be sure that our study par-

ticipants were fully representative of allticipants were fully representative of all

refugee doctors in the UK, as we recruitedrefugee doctors in the UK, as we recruited

from participants on our course rather thanfrom participants on our course rather than

from a refugee doctor database. Second,from a refugee doctor database. Second,

although our purposive sampling strategyalthough our purposive sampling strategy

was successful in that those selected forwas successful in that those selected for

the interviews were very similar to the totalthe interviews were very similar to the total

sample (see Table 1), a small number ofsample (see Table 1), a small number of

interviewees participated because they par-interviewees participated because they par-

ticularly wanted to tell their story. Thisticularly wanted to tell their story. This

might have led to the selection of some un-might have led to the selection of some un-

duly pessimistic or optimistic views. Third,duly pessimistic or optimistic views. Third,

all interviews were conducted in English,all interviews were conducted in English,

which might have prevented some par-which might have prevented some par-

ticipants from being able to express theticipants from being able to express the

nuances of their experiences.nuances of their experiences.

Overall, our findings demonstrate justOverall, our findings demonstrate just

how entangled the practical elements ofhow entangled the practical elements of

these doctors’ employment predicamentthese doctors’ employment predicament

are with more social and culturally basedare with more social and culturally based

expectations and impediments. Some ofexpectations and impediments. Some of

the participants conveyed an overall, single,the participants conveyed an overall, single,

experience of frustration, alienation andexperience of frustration, alienation and

isolation from peers and especially fromisolation from peers and especially from

the medical profession. In contrast, othersthe medical profession. In contrast, others

who did report progress, whether towardswho did report progress, whether towards

recognition as a doctor or in other aspectsrecognition as a doctor or in other aspects

of their life, clearly adopted a more modest,of their life, clearly adopted a more modest,

step-by-step approach; the simple experi-step-by-step approach; the simple experi-

ence of change appears to have been theence of change appears to have been the

most valuable way to dismantle the mono-most valuable way to dismantle the mono-

lithic sense of dissatisfaction. It is likely thatlithic sense of dissatisfaction. It is likely that

some of the difficulties described here aresome of the difficulties described here are

not dissimilar to those experienced by othernot dissimilar to those experienced by other

international medical graduates in the UK,international medical graduates in the UK,

but one would expect psychological prob-but one would expect psychological prob-

lems related to trauma and alienation tolems related to trauma and alienation to

be more prominent in the refugee group.be more prominent in the refugee group.

Given the current level of GeneralGiven the current level of General

Medical Council interest in professionalMedical Council interest in professional

practice it is not an easy task to progresspractice it is not an easy task to progress

doctors trained elsewhere to working indoctors trained elsewhere to working in

the UK. A number of initiatives to addressthe UK. A number of initiatives to address

refugee doctors’ difficulties exist, followingrefugee doctors’ difficulties exist, following

the report of the Working Group onthe report of the Working Group on

Refugee Doctors and Dentists (DepartmentRefugee Doctors and Dentists (Department

of Health, 2000). Databases of refugeeof Health, 2000). Databases of refugee

doctors, held by the British Medicaldoctors, held by the British Medical

Association and the Refugee Council, facil-Association and the Refugee Council, facil-

itate dissemination of information. Severalitate dissemination of information. Several

of the doctors acknowledged that in termsof the doctors acknowledged that in terms

of the availability of information, mattersof the availability of information, matters

have improved in recent years. None thehave improved in recent years. None the

less, lack of specific targeted informationless, lack of specific targeted information

and support both early on and as peopleand support both early on and as people

were progressing through the various stageswere progressing through the various stages

of becoming a doctor was one of the mostof becoming a doctor was one of the most

commonly mentioned themes in our study.commonly mentioned themes in our study.

This suggests that there needs to be aThis suggests that there needs to be a

central resource that organises the variouscentral resource that organises the various

components of gaining eventual employ-components of gaining eventual employ-

ment along a clear temporal schema. Sincement along a clear temporal schema. Since

our study was conducted, a new websiteour study was conducted, a new website

for refugees and internationally qualifiedfor refugees and internationally qualified

health professionals (http://www.rose.nhs.health professionals (http://www.rose.nhs.

uk)uk) has been set up, which goes some wayhas been set up, which goes some way

in addressing this point.in addressing this point.

Of the 300 doctors registered with theOf the 300 doctors registered with the

Refugee Council’s database for refugee doc-Refugee Council’s database for refugee doc-

tors, only 174 had stated their particulartors, only 174 had stated their particular

specialty. Ten of the 174 (6%) said that itspecialty. Ten of the 174 (6%) said that it

was psychiatry. Extrapolating to the totalwas psychiatry. Extrapolating to the total

estimated number of refugee doctorsestimated number of refugee doctors

currently in the UK, we can estimate thatcurrently in the UK, we can estimate that

about 120 will be specialists in psychiatry.about 120 will be specialists in psychiatry.

Our data suggest that there may be aOur data suggest that there may be a

possibility of attracting doctors originallypossibility of attracting doctors originally

qualified in other areas into psychiatry, asqualified in other areas into psychiatry, as

several of our interviewees mentioned theseveral of our interviewees mentioned the

wish to alter their career path.wish to alter their career path.

Our findings have a number of implica-Our findings have a number of implica-

tions for key stakeholders such as the Royaltions for key stakeholders such as the Royal

College of Psychiatrists, mental healthCollege of Psychiatrists, mental health

trusts and individual psychiatrists workingtrusts and individual psychiatrists working

with this group.with this group.

(a)(a) Many doctors reported difficulties inMany doctors reported difficulties in

navigating their path through thenavigating their path through the

medical system in the UK and inmedical system in the UK and in

obtaining clinical attachments. Theobtaining clinical attachments. The

Royal College of Psychiatrists alreadyRoyal College of Psychiatrists already

has a method of offering attachmentshas a method of offering attachments

to post-PLAB trainees. In addition, itto post-PLAB trainees. In addition, it

would be helpful if a database ofwould be helpful if a database of

consultants willing to mentor or offerconsultants willing to mentor or offer

clinical attachments to refugee doctorsclinical attachments to refugee doctors

wanting to train in psychiatry waswanting to train in psychiatry was

established.established.

(b)(b) At the level of mental health trusts, itAt the level of mental health trusts, it

would be important to ensure that clin-would be important to ensure that clin-

ical attachments to refugee doctors areical attachments to refugee doctors are

offered free of charge. This could beoffered free of charge. This could be

done in return for refugee doctors’done in return for refugee doctors’

offering their services as translatorsoffering their services as translators

for trusts in a particular region. Thisfor trusts in a particular region. This

recommendation may seem unrealisticrecommendation may seem unrealistic

as, in a climate where resources areas, in a climate where resources are

limited and clinicians’ time is scarce,limited and clinicians’ time is scarce,

trusts are becoming increasinglytrusts are becoming increasingly

reluctant to offer clinical attachmentsreluctant to offer clinical attachments

at all, let alone free of charge. Weat all, let alone free of charge. We

believe that this is short-sighted. Thebelieve that this is short-sighted. The

NHS as a whole and mental healthNHS as a whole and mental health

trusts in particular need to recognisetrusts in particular need to recognise

the unique value of many of these refu-the unique value of many of these refu-

gees, not only in terms of their medicalgees, not only in terms of their medical

expertise, but also because of their lifeexpertise, but also because of their life

experiences. Further, they should recog-experiences. Further, they should recog-

nise that these qualities in combinationnise that these qualities in combination

are increasingly required in the UK toare increasingly required in the UK to

improve the overall health of theimprove the overall health of the

nation, not only with respect to peoplenation, not only with respect to people

who have endured similar traumawho have endured similar trauma

abroad, but more generally for allabroad, but more generally for all

those who suffer from the experiencesthose who suffer from the experiences

of loss of social identity and the future.of loss of social identity and the future.
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(c)(c) Individual psychiatrists can do much toIndividual psychiatrists can do much to

help and support refugee doctors.help and support refugee doctors.

Although consultants have an import-Although consultants have an import-

ant role in providing training, assessingant role in providing training, assessing

skills, giving feedback about strengthsskills, giving feedback about strengths

and weaknesses and providingand weaknesses and providing

references, junior doctors are often inreferences, junior doctors are often in

an excellent position to give informalan excellent position to give informal

support. However, individual clini-support. However, individual clini-

cians can only take on this commit-cians can only take on this commit-

ment if they have the full support ofment if they have the full support of

their trust.their trust.
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